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Welcome Aboard! 
 
Congratulations on your decision to join the Clackamas County Amateur Radio 
Service (CARES). By joining our organization, you will not only serve your 
neighbors and your community, but you will add new elements to your own 
amateur radio skill set. So Welcome Aboard! Stand by to learn, to work and to 
have fun! 
 
As a new member, you undoubtedly have questions about our organization and 
how it operates. Within the pages of the present booklet, we hope to anticipate 
some of those questions and to provide answers. Thus, you will find that the rest of 
the material herein is presented in a Question-Answer format. 
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Question 1: What is ARES? 
 
Answer: ARES stands for the Amateur Radio Emergency Service. It is an 
organization of Amateur Radio operators have banded together (no pun intended) 
to provide communications in an emergency. It was founded in 1937 by the 
American Radio Relay League (ARRL). It is the oldest and largest emergency 
communications group in the country and is organized across five levels - reaching 
from the local level to the National level. 
 
Your fellow CARES members are part of the ARES organization and primarily 
serve both: 

(a) local communities within Clackamas County and  
(b) Clackamas County itself. 

 
In fact, the typical member joins a local ARES group (for example, Oregon City 
ARES)  and is automatically enrolled in the County group (CARES). 
 
 
 
Question 2: Who is eligible to join CARES? 
 
Answer: There are two primary qualifications for membership in CARES. 
Individuals who hold a current, valid Amateur Radio License and who are willing 
to serve are eligible for membership. 
 
 
 
Question 3: What equipment is required to join CARES? 
 
Answer: There are NO hard and fast requirements for specific equipment. While 
most CARES operations involve two meter radios not everyone is required to have 
a radio. In fact, in some locations, the community provides the operating 
equipment. 
 
On the other hand, the ability to operate on a mobile basis is a real plus and most 
members have a two meter mobile rig. 
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Question 4: What is expected of me as a member of CARES? 
 
Answer: The model member will participate in: 

A. the local community ARES net Babout 20 minutes once per week. 
B. the County (CARES) net Babout 20 minutes once per week. 
C. the County (CARES) monthly meeting. 
D. the annual State or County Simulated Emergency Test (SET). 
E. available training courses (for example ARRL's web-based courses in 

Emergency Communications) 
F. ARES-supported community service activities. 
G. ARES activations or emergency "call ups." 

 
 
 
Question 5: What does it cost to become a member? 
 
Answer: There are no dues. However, most members voluntarily join the 
Clackamas County Amateur Radio Club which has annual dues of $10. 
 
 
 
Question 6.  How is CARES organized? 
 
Answer: While part of a National, Regional and State organization, CARES 
members are typically involved in two levels within the organization: 
 

The County Level:  -  Headed by and Emergency Coordinator (EC) 
The local (Community Level):  -  Each Headed by an Assistant EC 

 
 
 
Question 7: What does it mean to "check into a net?" 
 
Answer: The term "net" is short for "network." Emergency situations require that 
messages (i.e., "traffic") be communicated with efficiency and accuracy. Thus, an 
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order is imposed on all such traffic. That order is represented by the network 
custom and procedures which must be followed both in practice situations and in 
real emergencies. A primary feature of emergency nets is the presence of a Net 
Control Station, whose main task is to direct net traffic and to maintain an orderly 
net. 
 
In order to participate in a net, you must wait until you are invited to "sign in." In 
most cases, the Net Control Station was call for "check ins" and will accompany 
that call with a rule such as: 
 
   "Those stations whose call sign suffixes begin with letters A-D please call now." 
 
         If your call sign were KD7ABC, you would respond at this point with: 
                          "Kilo Delta Seven Alpha Beta Charlie." 
 
After clarification and acknowledgment of the stations who responded, the Net 
Control Station will move on to the next suffix group: 
 
   "Those stations whose call sign suffixes begin with letters E-F please call now." 
 
The "sign in" routine is followed until all stations have been given an opportunity 
to respond. 
 
 
 
Question 8: What happens during a Simulated Emergency Test (SET)? 
 
Answer: SETS are fictional problems which are pose to provide practice for real 
emergencies. The problems may take many forms (ranging from fire and flood to 
lost children).  
 
And although the "story line" for SETs vary, there are four general circumstances: 

A. Local ARES members convene at a central location and operate as a 
community team. 

B. Local ARES members deploy to assigned locations and operate as a 
community team. 

C. Local ARES members operate individually from home and practice 
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transmitting to "target" stations using NTS format and/ or packet mode. 
D. ARES members from across the County may be "activated" and deployed to 

new locations. 
 
It should be noted that any or all of these forms of "activation" may be employed 
during a real emergency. 
 
 
 
Question 9: What happens during a real activation? 
 
Answer: The general model for CARES activation has been depicted on the 
following page. 
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 CARES
ACTIVATION

MODEL

1.
Emergency Arises

2A.
EOC Assesses Situation

&
Develops Incident Plan

3. Resource
Decision Made

4A. Call Out Plan
Implemented

2B.
Incident Goals

Identified
+

Rally Point
 Established

5. Members Respond
(Check into Net and/or

Rally Point)
6. Base Established

7. Participating
Members Briefed and

Assigned

8A. Incident Plan
Implemented

9A. Members Provide
Communication

Services per Plan

4B. Members Informed of
              Location and
    Equipment Requirements

9B. Members Rotated
in/out

For Relief

10. Incident
Terminates

8B. Plan Monitored
&

Adjusted

11. Members Stand
Down

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Equipment Stored
Incident Debriefed
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Question 10. What is meant by "ARES community service?" 
 
Answer: Communities within the County have traditional events. In the case of 
Oregon City, there is an annual Teddy Bear Parade. In the case of Lake Oswego, 
there is an annual Lake Run. In instances such as these, ARES members provide 
technical assistance to event sponsors in the form of radio communications. 
 
ARES Member participation in service events such as these has at least three 
benefits: 

a. The community benefits by having a more tightly coordinated operation. 
b. ARES benefits through the publicity generated. 
c. ARES also benefits through the practice afforded by the event. 

 
 
 
Question 11: What topics am I likely to encounter in the field of Emergency 
Communications? 
 
Answer: As an ARES member, you can expect to learn about the following topics: 

A. Tactical Communications - passing traffic in emergency situations. 
B. The National Traffic System (NTS) - A nation-wide system for handling 

traffic. NTS traffic has a unique format. 
C. Net Operations- Operating on an emergency traffic network; serving as a 

Net Control Station. 
D. Packet Radio - A digital form of radio communications. 
E. The Incident Command System (ICS) - An approach to the management 

of emergencies employed by all State and Federal Agencies. 
F. Radio Operation- Operating a variety of equipment. 
G. Map and Compass- Locating yourself and others on a map. 
H. GPS Operation- Locating yourself and others using satellite technology. 

 
 
 
Question 12: What benefits will I receive for my participation in CARES? 
 
Answer: The benefits are manifold. Some of these include: 
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• Comradery with a group of intelligent, highly motivated Hams. 
 

• Learning opportunities. CARES is a training organization. Two of every 
three meetings is devoted to training. Your skills will grow! 

 
• Experiential growth. In a short time, your active membership will lead you 

into experiences which foster personal growth. Your confidence and skills 
will grow with every net, every SET and every community event in which 
you participate. 

 
• Satisfaction. Your participation may help find that lost child or prevent that 

accident victim from dying. In CARES, you will have opportunity to make a 
vital contribution to your neighborhood, your City, your County and your 
State. 

 
Think of it this way: you are in a position to give what very few can give - radio 
communication skills in an emergency situation. 
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Schedule of Events: 
 
Weekly Radio Nets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monthly Meetings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Further Information: 
 
Please contact: 
 
David Kidd, CARES Emergency Coordinator 
 


